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Foreword
The writer wishes to proffer his sincere gratitude to 
the thousands of rural teachers of North Dakota who, in 
spite of their many duties, took time to fill out the rather 
lengthy questionnaires which v/ere sent to them and thus make 
possible the success of this survey. Ee is edso deeply 
grateful to the fifty-three county superintendents of the 
state, vdio gave vital assistance by acting as distributing 
and collecting agents for the questionnaire survey. He 
wishes further to express his gratitude to the Head of the 
Geography Department of each of the State Teachers Colleges 
for enthusiastic endossement of the undertaking, for sug­
gestions in the raking, and helpful criticism of, the ques­
tionnaire, Especially among this group does he thank Miss 
Ina Cullom Robertson of the Valley City State Teachers Col- 
ege, who taught and inspired the writer so much during his 
four years at that institution and who, by her earlier ef­
forts, paved the way for this survey.
The writer is especially indebted to Dr, W, R, Ames 
of the University of Montana, who, from the time the writer 
first expressed his desire to make the study until the final 
report was prepared, freely gave encouragement and aid.
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CHilPTICH I
lîri’KODÜCTXCîî
The purpoae In mklng this study to disooTer the 
condition existing relative to the geography teaching 
e^iuipment of the rural sohoole of North Dakota, and to nake 
this information available to all persons who should know 
the situation or have access to such knowledge* The writer 
hopes that this study will ocastitute a definite and val­
uable contribution to rural education in thj state of îîorth 
Dakota* The importanoe of the one-room school in iJorth 
Dakota can readily be seen when one realizes that of the 
121,574 children in the elementary schools of the state 
during the tern of 1935-36, the term during which this sur­
vey was made, 34,900 or 45 percent, were in the rural 
schools*^
Tîio purpose of this study was primarily to discover and
tell what condition exists, not why these conditions exit •
Neither does the writer attenpt to state Just what condition
should exist, although in the final chapter he does offer
recfflaf..ndatlon». “ multiplicity of fact-
ors to consider. Consider, for example, this quotation from 
« letter from a county superintendent:
1, From a written statement from, the hxocutive ' ecrutary^o? 
the North Dakota Dduoation Association*
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"The last few years have been hard ones In this 
county, and little repair or nev material has been 
purchased. Again, many of our rural schools are grow­
ing so small in number that boards hesitate in buyii^ 
such expensive material as new maps and reference 
books. Large schools, in former years, are new enroll­
ing only five or six pupils. Many of the rural families 
are leaving or have left the farm and moved out of the 
county or to the towns."
There is also much disagreement among leaders In the 
field of geography as to what constitutes the best materials 
for teaching geography. Often there is recognition, by 
leaders in the field of geography, that definite knowledge 
is lacking regarding the best geography materials. Consider 
for example, these statements for the Thirty-Second Year­
book (hereinafter called the "Yearbook") of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, the work which is now 
recognized as authoritative in its field;
"The need for scientific studies......... is
great, especially for studies employing experimental 
methods." page 473; "Further study should be made 
to provide authors and cartographers with data upon 
which to build pedagogically sound maps. This pre­
sent investigation and those noted herein have mere­
ly opened the field, and other studies are needed," 
page 491; "Much experimenting remains to be done 
in this direction (method of showing relief on maps), 
however, before the real difficulties may be accur­
ately determined."^
In Chapter of the Yearbook we find Professors Earl
E. Lackey, Douglas Ridgley, and DeForest Stull differing so
emphatically with the conclusions reached by the authors of
the chapter and their collaborators, that they insisted on
the inclusion of a minority report (page 119), These
1, Thirty-second Yearbook, National Society tor the Gtu^ 
of Education, page 399
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Statements are not to be Interpreted to mean that the Year­
book does not take definite and positive stands, for indeed 
it does, and the writer of this report will refer to the 
recommendations of this Yearbook Wienever he o«n do so with­
out digressing too far from the primary purpose of this 
study— that of showing what condition exists in the North 
Dakota rural schools as regards geography teaching materials.
The method employed in this study was as follows; the 
cooperation of each county superintendent was secured, and 
to each of these county superintendents was then sent a 
sufficient number of carefully constructed questionnaires 
to provide one for each school in that county. The county 
superintendents included these questionnaires in their re­
gular bulletins to the teachers of the rural schools, who 
filled them out and returned them with their monthly re­
ports. The county superintendents then returned the ques- 
tionnaiies to the writer who statistically compiled and 
tabulated the data.
Each county superintendent received a summary of the 
condition in his county, and also a sumroary for the entire 
state. Each county superintendent also received a report 
for each school reporting within the county, stating whether 
that school was standard or below standard for each of the 
following items: training of teacher, encyclopedias, wall
naps of continents, wall map of Europe, wall map of North 
Dakota, atlasses, and globe. The criterion by which each
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sohool was judged was taken from the Yearbook; the North 
Dakota State Course of Study; and from the results of a 
questionnaire sent to each county superintendent. A oem­
piété summary of this study was sent, not only to each oo;inty 
Superintendent but also to the Geography Department of each 
ntate Teachers College and to the Ellendale Konaal and In - 
dustrial Sohool; to Nappa Chapter, of Gamma Thata Upsilon, 
national geography fraternity, located at the Valley City 
State Teachers College; end to the State Department of Pub­
lic Instruction, Bismarck, North Dakota; and to the Secre­
tary of the North Dakota Education Association, Fargo, North 
Dakota.
Tv/o thousand nine hundred and eighty six schools were 
studied In this survey. This number is 73.2,̂  of the total 
number of rural schools In North Dakota during the term 
In which this survey was made— 1935-1933.
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GiLlPTJR II 
Tim TSACIISR3
Horaco Mann said that his idea of a good sohool was a 
child on one end of a log and Mark Hopkins on the other*
Many persons, however, no doubt feel that a little addition­
al equipment of the modern type would increase the efficiency 
of even the great Mr. Hopkins, Nevertheless, very few will 
deny that the teacher la second in Importance only to the 
Dupila themselves in the school of today or of 1840. There­
fore, the subject of "The Teachers" is treated first in this 
thesis.
The following points are considered: certificates held
by the teachers, number of years the teacher has taught in 
that school, geography courses taken in high school by the 
teachers, college courses in geography taken by teachers, 
number of college credits in geography, and the number of 
states in which the te icher has traveled.
Certificates Hold by Teachers,
In North Dakota certificates are issued on examination 
and on diplomas from standard high schools, normal schools 
and colleges.
Second and First Grade Elementary Certificates are 
issued on examination* The requirements are graduation 
from a four-year high sohool plus a one year normal course
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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from a State Teachers College or Normal Sohool* For the 
First Grade Elementary Certificate at least eighteen montte* 
suooessful experience is required. The Second Grade Pro­
fessional is granted to graduates of the standard two-year 
normal course beyond high sohool graduation (such institu­
tion must be accredited by one or more of the standard re­
gional accrediting associations)* Sixteen semester^(24 
quarter) hours of professional study are required* or three 
years successful teaching experience. First Grade Pro­
fessional Certificates are granted to graduates (bachelor’s 
degree) of standard accredited colleges and universities. 
Gixtsen semester (24 quarter) hours of professional study 
are required* or three years successful experience, If 
applicant la inexperienced it is necessary to Lave six 
semester hours of special methods and practice teaching.
This study of the rural schools of North Dakota re­
vealed the fact that 130 or 4.3)̂  of the total number of 
rural teacher held First Grade Professional Certificates; 
1091, or 30.e*̂ , held Geoond Crude Professional Certifi­
cates; 1471, or 49.3^, held First Grade Elementary Certifi­
cates; 207, or 8.9;̂ , held Second Grade Elementary Certifi­
cates; and 24, or held no certificates. These
facts are shown in the following bar graph:
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Klnd of 
Certifient# Q 
>’irat Grade 
jprofeaalon^ sooond Grad# 
Profeaalonal First Grade 
Elenentnry 
Second Grade 
Elementary
Certificate
per cent of schools 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35
15 20 25 30 55
per cent of schools
45 50
Figure 1« Kinds and number of certificates held*
Tenure of Teaching in Each School#
One thousand seven hundred and fifty nine teachers, or 
50.5^, of the total number, ^ere teac>ilng their first year 
in their present location* Seven hundred and thirty one, 
or 24*?r̂ , were teaching their second year; 257, or 3*6,̂ , were 
teaching their third year; 106, or 3*5;̂ , were teaching their 
fourth year; 53, or 1*7̂ 5, of the total rei^orted that they were 
then spending their fifth year In that school; and 51, or 1*7^, 
reported that they had spent more tlian five years in their 
present location*
Geography Courses taken in High School by the Teachers*
The following circle graph shows quite clearly the 
high school geography training of the North Dakota rural 
teachers. The term "Economie Geography" is used to include 
Economic, Commercial, and Industrial Geography# A full unit 
of credit is granted for High School Geography in North
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Dakota, whereas Economie and Ph^^alcal Geography are one-half
unit subjects each
E co n o m ic
30.9^Physical25. 8̂ ^
Figure 2. Per cent of teaclers who had taken the various 
high school courses.
Seven hundred and twenty nine of the teachers had had 
no geography training, as such, in high school. Economic 
Geography had been taken by 9S4 teachers. Physical Geog­
raphy by 771, and High School Geography by 698 of the teachers.
Ninety one teachers, or of the total number, reported 
that they had had no geography course in either high school 
or college.
College Geography Courses Taken by the Teachers.
Table I shows the complete findings regarding the 
college courses in geography taken by the teachers. The 
term "Methods" is used to include those subjects designated 
as Geography Methods, Geography 51, Geography 10, General 
Geography, etc. It is recognized that "Methods" is not 
an entirely accurate descriptive term as geographic content 
is stressed quite as much as is methods of presentation.
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Tiia following is a quoted desoriptlon of one of these courses,
’*Principle3 of Geography 51. Four hours, livery 
quarter. In this course the student is introduced 
to the elements of the natural environment as they 
are related to the activities of man. Methods for 
presenting materials in the grades are suggested through­
out the course. Laboratory exercises are used at the 
close of e ch unit of work ^  a bases for the review 
of principles established,"
Table I COLLEGE GEOGRAPHY COURGES
Number of per cent
Course teachers of total
Methods 20ŸÏ " 70,9
Physiography 207 7,
North America 149 6.1
Economic Geography 144 4.9
Europe 59 2,
South iuaerica 50 1.Ô
Anthropo-Geography 41 1.4
Geog- of 2Î, Dakota 41 1.4
World Geography 37 1.2
Political Geography 23 ;7
■P’iold Trip 18 .6
Meteorology 17 ,3
Africa 15 ,5
Asia 14 . 4
Human Geography 13 .4
Geography of U, S, 11 « 3
GeolOf^y 10 # 3
Geography Methods, Physiography, Geography of Korth 
America, and Economic Geography were the four courses which 
had been taken by the greatest number of teachers. Geog­
raphy Methods had been taken by 8071 of the 8966 teachers 
reporting, and exceeded ten to one. Physiography, vhlch 
ranked second in number. The remaining thirteen subjects, 
which were reported, had been taken by a small, almost 
negligible, number of teachers.
3% The Bulletin," state Teachers College, Valley Ùity, NortE 
Dakota, Catalog Number for 1933-1935 Sessions, page 55.
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Table II C0LL3G2 CrCTDITO IN GSCORAPHI
Number of tixmher of per cent
credits teachers of total
Wone 466 15.Ô
8 212 7.2
4 1618 54,96 156 5.3
8 246 8,3
10 34 1.1
IS 94 3,1
14 6 .2
16 70 2,3
18 4 • 1
20 9 .3
24 7 .3
here 20 ,6
It Is a pleasing and encouraging sign that nearly 85^ 
of all the teachers had received some college training In 
geography. Fifty five per cent had earned at least four 
quarter-hour credits in this field.
The various teacher training institutions of North 
Dakota offer ample opportunity for preparation to teach geog­
raphy, In each of the four State Teachers Colleges, namely 
those of Dickinson, lîayville, Minot, and Valley C3.ty, there 
is a geography department which offers as many as fourteen 
different courses and both major and minor sequences. An 
Introductory course in geography is one of the requirements 
for the standard diploma from each of these colleges except 
in their primary curriculums.
The State University recommends that freshmen and sopho­
mores in the colleges of Science, Literature, /irts, Education, 
and Commerce take two four courses in College Geography,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The coursas roconnended (nimberod 155 and 153) oovar tlio field 
of goieral geography and oi^ht houra uf laouratory soi-
ancïc require:lents. A student ïiay najor or minor in geography, 
either in under graduate or graduate •'./ork,
Mortli Dakota Dtat© College at Fargo offers training for 
teaoLers of high school subjects, particularly in the voca­
tional and sclontlfic fields, and for supervisory and adnin- 
ictr:--tlvQ positions. The degree is granted is bachelor of 
science in education. Tli.is college offers four courses in 
geography but requires none.
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T a b le  I I I  T IA C iIS H
Number of stataa
(in addition to Number of per cent
teachers__________  of total
None 233 ------ 16.11 424 15.7
2 480 17,0
3 411 15.2
4 331 12,3
5 129 4.7
6 143 5.5
7 42 1.5
6 99 3.6
9 54 2.0
10 55 2.0
11 33 1.4
12 51 1.8
13 16 .6
14 18 .6
15 21 .7
16 9 .3
17 15 .4
18 5 .1
19 5 .2
20 6 .2
21 1 .03
22 4 ,1
23 9 .3
25 1 .03
26 2 .07
27 2 .07
28 3 .1
29 1 .03
30 4 .1
31 1 .03
32 3 # X
36 1 .03
38 1 .03
40 1 .03
43 1 .03
All Others 0 .0
The average number of states was found to be three. 
This would not seem to Indioato very extensive nor even ade« 
quate preparation for geography teaching from the stand­
point of travel.
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CHAPl'EH i n
TEXTBOOKS AI4D V.ORKBOOKS 
The textbook series, Brigham îdoFarlanà **Essentials of 
Geography", was found in 1866 schools, or 62,7% of all the 
sohools. This series, a two-cycle series, was published by 
the American Bo-̂ k Company until the publication of the 32nd 
Yearbook, The American Book Company then began the publi­
cation of the revised Brigham McFarland series, a one-cycle 
series which meets the standard set by the Yearbook, This 
revised edition was found in 1080 schools, or 36.2%, of the 
total. The Carpenter series, also an American Book Company 
publication, ranked second in number, being found in 1252 
schools or 4l,3%, The various other series, vd.th number of 
schools using each and per cents of total are as follows; 
Atwood Thomas 603—  20.2%, Shepherd 470 - IS.7%, Dodge 
Lackey 310 - 10,4%, McMurray Parkins 221 - 7.4%, Stull Hatch 
169 - 5.6%, Frye 107 -3.5%, Smith 86 - 2.8%, Barrows Parker 
67 - 2.2%, Rand McNally 60 - 2%, Abrams Bodley Thurston 63 - 
1.7%, Knowlton 49 - 1.6%, Redway Ilinman 48 - 1,6%, Fairbanks 
34 - 1.1%, Tarr and MoMurry 33 - 1.1%, Allen 16 - .5% 
Huntington Benson 14 - .4%, McFarland Thomas 6 - ,2%, Long 
6 - .2%, lroq.uoy 4 - .1%, McMillan 4 - .1%, Hid a V/ebb 4 - .1%, 
Wemett 4 - .1%, V.Tiitbock 3 - .1%, Tolman and Jerome 3 - .1%, 
Carrol 3 - .1%, McConnell 2 - .1%, Payne 2 - .1%, Dutton,
Branom, Craig, Hurley, Johnson, Barren, one each.
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Figure 3* Bar graph showing textbook series used. 
(Only t"ose which ranked above 14 are listed.)
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The following list is of the textbook series which ape 
approved by the North Dakota State Department of Public 
Instruction* These books are recommended for basic use in 
the 1934 reprint of the State Course of Study. Not only is 
the name of the author or authors given but also the title 
of each book and the publishing company of the series:
1- Atwood Thomas Ginn and Co. "Home Life in Far Away
Lands", "The iimericas", "The United States Among the î^atlons" 
or "The V'orld at ’7ork", and "Nations beyond the Seas".
2- Abrams Bodley Thurston— Iroquois Pub. Co. "Home Geography 
"People of Other Lands", "North America", "World Geography", 
"South America end Old World Continents".
5- "Barrows Parker— Silver Burdett and Go. "United States 
end Canada", "Europe ana Asia", "Southern Lands".
4- Brigham McFarland— American Book Co. "Our Home State and 
Continent", "Our Continental Neighbors", "How the World Lives 
and Works"#
5- Carpenter— American Book Co# "Our Neighbors Far and 
Near"•
6- Gralg-Eurley-Johnson— Ginn and Co, "The Earth and Living 
Things", "Our Earth and its Story".
7- Dodge Lackey— Rand McNally and Co# "The 7/orld and its 
People#"
8- Huntington Benson— Macmillan Co. "Living Geography"—  
Books One and Two#
9- Knowlton— Macmillan Co. "Introduction to World Geography",
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10- llcConnell— Rand l.'c?'Tall3’' and Co, "living in The ericas", 
"The TTnited Ctates In the î^odern "Torld", "Llvlny Acrop? the 
Seaa".
11- Paclard-Sinnott— -l.'acmillan Co. "ITations as neighbors".
18- Snith, J. Russell— -John C. 'Inston Co. "Rome Folks",
V*'Orld folks", "United States and its Relations", "American 
Lands and Peop!l.es", "Kuman Use Ceography"--Books One and Two 
"Foreign Lands and Peoples", "Eurasia, Africa, Australia, 
Pacific Islands", "Our Industrial Rorld".
13- Stull-Ratch— Allyn and Bacon "Journeys through Many 
Lands", "Journeys Through North /uaeriea", "Journeys Through 
Our ’/crld Today", "Europe and Eurone Overseas", "Asia, Latin 
Bmerica, United Btates", "Our Uorld Today",
Number of Basic Textbook Geriea in Use in Bach Gchool,
This investigation revealed the fact that the vast 
majority of North Dakota rural schools do not have one 
unified series of textbook in use through the various grades. 
The practice is rather to use mixed and broken series.
One kind or series of basic textbook was used consistently 
throughout the grades in only 688, or 21.3;% of the schools. 
Two different series were used in 1408, or 47.8;*, of the 
schools. In 611, or 80.5;â, of the schools three series were 
used. Four different kinds or series of texbook were used 
in 134, or 4.5;̂ , of the schools, and five kinds were used in 
20, or .6^ of the total number of schools.
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Tho above figures may not be Interpreted to mean that 
raany schools were so fortunate as to have more than one kind 
of textbook for a given grade. Spaoe was provided on the 
iiuestionnaire for toe compléta titles of the basic texthookÿ, 
together with the author’s names, for each grade, and only 
rarely was more than one textbook series named for a given 
grade*
Two thousand five hundred and sixty schools, or 85.7^ of 
the total, were reported as having a sufficient number of 
textbooks. Four hundred and twenty six, or 1 4 . were re­
ported as being without a sufficient number. Of the latter, 
116, or 3*7'̂ , were reported as having no basic textbook.
Vforkbooks
Table IT clearly shows the facts regarding the extent 
to which workbooks were used in geography in the 2986 schools 
studied.
Table IT ’70RKB00K3
Grade
îiumber of 
Schools
Per cent 
of total
1?hree 24Ô Ô.3
Four 398 13.3
Five 364 12.1
Six 406 15.5
Seven 454 15.2
The opponents of the use of workbooks in geography 
classes in the elementary grades may well be pleased with 
the extent to which workbooks are used in the rural schools 
of North Dakota. '..'orkbooks are used more in grade seven
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than in any othJr grada, yet only 15̂ ,̂ of W e  school used 
workbooks in this grade# Only 3̂ 1 of the schools used v/ork- 
books in grade three* the grade in which workbooks were 
used least of the five grades in which formal geography classes 
are held in ITorth Dakota,
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CHAPTER n r
ENCYCL0P2DIAS and SUP̂ LT̂ .nSîTT LIT RE;ADER3
Table V ENCYCLOPEDIAS
iëlïnd of Muiaber of schools per cent
encyclopedia In which found of total
\forld Book i029 .. 'SS.'d---
Compton's 612 21.2
Book of Knowledge 566 20.3
Standard 379 13.1
International 348 12.
Home and School 342 11.8
Teachers and Pupils 253 8.7
Studentés Ref. V/ork 53 1.8
New Practical 47 1.5
Universai 47 1.5
Master Library 45 1.5
Alton's 42 1.4
Pictured Knowledge 38 1.3
Uinston's 28 1.
National 27 .9
Young Folks 27 .9
Alton's 26 .8
Nelson 25 18
School Library 23 .8
American Educator 17 .5
Brittanica 17 .5
Source Book 16 .5
Everjrman's 10 .3
Volume 9 .3
vrorld Travels 6 .2
Chamberlain 2 .1
Perpetual Loose Leaf 2 .1
V/elles 2 .1
The North Dakota State Department of Public Instruction 
recommends only two encyclopedias, namely, Compton's and 
V/orll Book, for the elementary grades. It is not surpris­
ing, therefore to find these two leading all other encyclo­
pedias in number. Instead, it would seem that the number 
of schools using Compton's or V/orld Book should be larger
as only about half of the schools had either or both of these 
sets.
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A elanoe at the abore table reveals the fact that the 
percents add up to considerably more than lOÔ S, This is 
e%plalned by the fact that many schools had more then one 
kind of encyclopedia. The figures for this condition are 
as follows: number of schools having one kind of encyclopedia
only, 1380 - 47,2^; two kinds, 937 - 33.495; three kinds 228 - 
7,8^; four kinds, 33 - 1.3?S; five kinds, 9 - .3#; six kinds,
1- .03^; 237 or 9,995 reported as having no encyclopedias.
These facts are graphically shown as follows:
Number of Per cent of schools
sets
None
One
Two
Thrc
Four
Five
Per cent of schools
Figure 4, Per cent of schools having each of the different 
number of encyclopedia sets.
Supplementary Peaders
The results of the investigation indicated a deficiency 
in supplementary readers of value in teaching geography in 
the North Dakota Rural schools, Nore than one-fourth of 
the sohoolc were reported as having no such readers, more
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than on©«halC were reported as having less than five and 
more than three-fourths as having less than ten supplement­
ary geographic readers. The exact findings are shown in the 
follo^ving tables
Table VI SUPPLSLEl'ITARY RIiLU>ER3
Number of 
Readara
iyuiiiber
sohoola
% r  cent 
of total
None 82b SÔ.Ô
1 116 4.
2 240 8,3
3 238 8.0
4 145 5,
5 231 8,
6 250 3.7
7 111 3,8
8 115 3.8
9 58 2.
10 171 5.9
11 31 1.
12 85 2.9
13 24 1.
14 34 1.5
15-20 138 4.8
21-25 37 1.6
Ĵ ore 3 ..  .1.........
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CHAPTER V 
MAPS 
V/all Maps
"In geographic instruction maps have a distinctive 
function, as they present certain types of Information 
better than any other medium."^
"There never has been a tine v.̂ ben Anericans have 
been more a^re of the need for good maps than they are right now,"®
The above quotations reflect the opinions of most auth­
orities regarding the importance of good maps in a program 
of geography teaching. It Is Interesting, therefore, to 
find that 2411, or 83,3;», of the 2986 rural schools of North 
Dakota TAdiich vmre studied had a wall map of each continent 
while 485, or 16.7^, did not have a wall map of each contin­
ent.
It is not sufficient to know that a school has a wall 
map of each continent. More information is obviously essen­
tial. Table VII shows the facto found regarding the year 
of purchase of the wall maps,
4. "Tke Theme of Modern Geograpliy", Zoe A, Thralls, The 
Journal of the National Education Association, Vol 21,
Oct. 1932, pages 219-220,
5. Thirty-second Yearbook, National Society for the Study 
of Education, pafee 396,
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Table VII YEAR OF PURCHASE
Period Nuffiiber of schools Per centBefore 1900 22 ... 1.0-----1900-1908 98 3.51909-1914 261 9.41915-1920 554 20.11921-1922 151 5.41923-1924 207 7.51925-1926 627 . 22.71927-1928 223 8.11929-1930 285 10,31931-1932 138 5.01933-1934 69 2.51935-1936 118 4.2
llore than cne-half of the maps had been purchased since 
1925. More than one-fifth had been purchased during or since 
the 1929-1930 period. Attention is directed to the fact 
that the periods of time used in table VII are not all of 
eqiml length.
The Yearbook makes the following statement regarding 
size of wall imps;
"The map must be large enough and the scale great 
enough that the message of toe map may be read from 
the rear of the classroom."®
Table VIII AVERAGÎS SIZE
Size ' isuraber of schools ±>er cent
Within S6*’a:52" 
Less than 36"
■ 85.4
one way 
Less than 36"
259 9.9
boyh ways 
More than 52"
10 .3
one way 
More than 52"
101 3.8
both ways 11 .3
6. Thirty-second Yearbook, National Society for the 
Study of Education, page 401.
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Table VIII shows tho findings regarding the average 
size of the wall maps in use in the North Dakota rural 
schools* Since nearly all of the maps were at least thirty- 
six Inches either it may be assumed that the maps were 
of sufficiently large size. This assumption is further 
strengthened by the fact that 2152, or 80,4, of the teachers 
reported that the maps in schools were clear and legible at 
twenty feet.
Table IX MAP PUBLISHER
Fubilsner Number of schools Per Cent
Bacon 869 ........ 324.0
J ohnson-Hystrom 401 15.6
Nystrom 343 13.4
V/eber Costello 249 9.7
Johnson 227 8,8
Cram 112 4.2
Rand McNally 101 3.8
Western 93 3.6
National 40 1.6
Flanagan 39 1.5
Colborn 29 1.0
Rehm 28 1.0
One-third of the schools used wall maps published by
#
Bacon. Bacon, Johnson-Nystrom, Nystrom, and T.'eber Cost­
ello oublished nearly three-fourths of all the wall maps 
used in the rural shhools of North Dakota.
In table IX only those numbers which rank above 1^ are 
listed. Those which rank less than 1% are as follows: 
Beckly Cardy, 24 - .9>S; Gaxton 17 - .7>4; Andrews, 19 - .4^; 
St. Paul Book and Stationery Co., 12 - .4^; McConnell, 12 - 
.4^; Sears Roebuck, 11 - .3^; Atlas, 9 - .3>; Johnston,
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0 - *0;S; Donahue, 7 - .2;̂ ; Howies, 7 - .2-i; Baker, 5 - .2%}
Nopthwestern Hohool Supply Co., 5 - Kodern, & - .1^;
Beaoon, 3 - -1^; American, Denoyer-Ce^pert, Ü̂ vans, Ilanmond,
Rolland and ConTierrllle, Union, Universal, - two each -
,lfoi Codde, Hallet, Ilowatt, Monson* Standard- one each- .3;̂ *
"The old geogrsnhy, which taught children to re- 
nomber facts— mainly political facts— needed the pol­
itical map; the new geography, which teaches children 
to think relationships, needs the physical-political 
map, which makes evident many of these relationships. 
Therefore, although this subcommittee recognizes in 
the political map certain values, it favors strongly 
the purchase and general use of maps in which political 
features are subordinate to the physical,"
Two thousand two hundred and two, or nearly 80^, of
the schools were reported as having wall maps which were
of the combination physical-political type. The maps were
reported as being political naps in 458, or 16;G, of the
schools and as being physical, or relief, naps in 121, or
4^, of the schools.
"Careful study is needed in order that proper 
methods of representing relief may be used. Those 
methods that are most oisity read— such as hill shad­
ing— should bo used in maps made for the lower grades. 
Probably the hachure maps would rank next in order of 
difficulty, then the layer (color) maps, and finally 
the contour maps," ®
Relief was shown by hacures on the maps of 1419, or one- 
half of the schools reporting; by color on thejmaps of 714, 
or slightly more than one-fourth of the schools; by shading 
on the maps of 680, or slightly less than one-fourth of the
7. Thirty-second Yearbook, I^atibnal iÜoëTefÿ for the otuAy 
of Education, page 3988. Ibed., page 399
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schoola; and by other methc "s on the jn«ins of 21, or less than 
one percent, of the schools.
Probably no one will question or deny the Imiortanoe of 
accurate and reliable boundary lines on maps# Consenuently, 
the discovery that more than one-fifth of the ITorth Dakota 
rural schools use a wall map of Eurooe which shows boundary 
lines as they were before the D'orld '"Tar comes as a surprise 
to the writer. Such a condition would hardly seem to meet 
satisfactory teaching requirements. The exact figures and 
percents were as follows: number of schools which had wall
maps of Surpo© showing political boundaries as they are since 
the V/orld V.ar, 2199, or 78,6;̂ ; number of schools which had 
wall maps of Europs showing political boundaries as they 
were before the VTorld War, 597, or 21. î̂;̂.
In regard to whether or not native spellings should be 
used for names the Yearbook makes the following statements:
"This aubcommitt«e notas, without making any re­
commendation, an apparently growing tendency among 
publishers to~ use local native spellings of geographic 
names. On some of the new maps of Europe, for example, 
we have *Koln* instead of ’Cologne,* ’Napoli* ins Ladd 
of ’Naples," ’j>:oska* Instead of *I.:oscovr,’ and so on.
The us© of such spellings had been authorized by the 
United States Geographic Board and must be used in 
all government departments. On the other hand, in our 
current newspapers emd periodicals, as well as in the 
great body of English literature, the English forms of 
such names are most commonly used. Probably the change 
to the native spellings will come about gr;dually in 
the course of tine,"®
9. Thirty-second Yearbook, Maiiibnal Society for the Study 
of Education, pages 402-403
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Anglicized spellings were used on the maps of 2594, or 
nearly all of the schools; native spellings we e used on 
the laapa of only 166, or 6;̂ , of the schools.
Tabla % METROD OF CASING FOR WALL MAPS
lloij kept or 
cared for.
Number of 
schools
Per cent 
of total
Lap case 2543 85.5
Senarate rollers 360 12,1
Folded up 52 1.7
Otherwise 19 .5
The subject of how wall maps are kept or cared for is 
one of general interest. As shown in table X, the vast 
majority of North Dakota rural schools had the wall maps in 
a map case, and most of the remainder were kapt on separate 
rollers. Of the 2543 schools which kept the maps in oases, 
2371, or 93,2;̂ , used wooden cases, while 172, or 6.7^, used 
steel cases.
In teaching and learning the geography of a state it 
would seem to he quite important that the teacher and 
pupils have access to a good wall map of the state. The 
number of rural schools which had a large, usable ivall map 
of North Dakota showing all 53 counties was 2158, or 73,7>, 
of the total. The number not having such a map was 768* or 
26,2,̂  of the total. In other words, about three-fourths of 
the North Dakota rural schools had large, usable wall maps 
of their state, while about one—fourth did not.
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special ?arpoj6 Kaps
The Yearbook makes the follô vlnf? statements regarding 
special purpose maos:
**There are two types of maps. There Is the general*
purpose maa, as the map of North ^lerlca or of New 
England, There is also the soecial-puroose mao, as à 
map showing summer rainfall in Europe, population den­
sity in India, or an outline map of South Jinerioa,
The usual mistake made in preparing general-purpose 
maps is in attempting to have them show nearly every­
thing that can be shown. Decidedly, this must not be 
done. General-purpose maps must not be burdened with 
details that might better be shown on the various 
special maps, but should be supplemented by such speoia). 
maps when occasion may require."
There wereno special pur )ose maps in 2333, or 78,2^, of 
the schools reporting. The various kinds of special purpose 
maps were distributed throughout the remaining 21,7>ô as 
shown in Table EX.
10. Thirty-second Yearbook, iiational Society for tlie 3tudy 
of Education, page 397.
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T ab le  jO. o?ü.c:î »L PUllPüUZ MAPS
kind of Number Number of Per centmap
...
of maos schools of total
1 ' ll9‘... 4.2 13 .43 0 0.
4 3 .15 5 .2
> ore 0 0.ILilhTilLL 1 45 1.5
2 3 .1
3 1 .03
4 4 .1
More 0 0.
NaTUIUL
VEGETATION 1 40 1.3
2 2 .1
3 1 .03
4 3 ,1
More 0 0.
CO:.:?ARATIVE 1 43 i.e
2 2 .1
3 3 .1
More 0 0.
OTTTLINE 1-10 272 9.1
11-20 9 .3
21-30 5 ,2
More 6 .2
POPULATION 1 1 .03
More 0 0.
IHGtE.ViY 1 8 ,2
More 0 0.
Tho writer wishes to reiterate that there were no 
special purpose maps in nearly four-fifths of the schools. 
Such a condition would seem to be most undesirable. Surely 
no one> for example, will deny the importance of product 
maps in good geography teaching. This investigation revealed 
however, that less than five per cent of the North Dakota 
rural schools had nroduot maps. Yet, as shown in table JCC, 
the per cent of schools having product maps is excelled only
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by those having outline napy and only ten percent of tha 
schools had outline naps.
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GL03E3, ATL.\3V3, ÂvD 3UPVL1::.A:HT.PICTURES.
Globes
**Poc'î\iBe tl ») earth ia approxiTr;ately a 3 phora, It is 
only on the globe that we may have %n aocurato repres­
entation of shape, area, and direction. Po flat map 
can possibly show all these charaoteristlos without 
distortion-— .
Table XII TrJI/iBISH OF GL0BI3
tv umber of ilumber of Per centglobes sohoola of totalIT one 330 I3 .Ù1 2433 83.72 95 3.13 0 0,0
Again, this time for number of globes, the condition 
must be reported as unsatisfactory, for, taking the aver­
age for the entire state, one school in every eight was 
without a globe.
"Globes for use in teaching a class or a group, 
or for reference by individuals, should not be less 
than sixteen inches in diameter. The sixteen-inch 
globe has tho convenient seule of one inch to 500 
miles,
Table XIII OF GLOBUS
Diameter 
of globes
riuribar of 
schools
l̂ er cent 
of total
10" or less 252 9,7
11" 37 1.7
12" 1540 50,3
13" 43 1.8
14" 180 6.7
15" 79 3,
16" 47 1,8
17" or m re 390 15.1
11, Thirty-seoond Yearbook, 1: xtlonal Society for the Study 
of Education, page 337.
12. ibid.
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Only one-sixth of the schools had globes large enough 
to neet the recommendation of the Yearbook. T ess than two 
per cent met the reooi.Jiandation exactly, xTearly three- 
fourths of the schools reported globes of twelve inches or 
less in diameter,
"’Jo favor the physical-political globe with movable 
meridian, supported by a high stand from the floor,"
Slightly more than four fifths of the schools had
globes with movable meridians, the globes of 493, or 18,9;̂ ,
of the schools being without movable meridians. However,
tAile four-fifths of the schools met the recommendation of
the Yearbook as regards movable meridians, lass than one-
sixth met the recommendation regarding the stand. The globes
were suspended from the celling in 2161, or 82.9ÿ̂ , of the
schools. They were mounted on stands in only 419, or 16^,
of the schools and were neither mounted nor suspended in
26, or ,9“,̂ of the schools.
The globes were reported as being in good condition in
1347, or approximately one-half of the schools having globes.
The globes were in fair condition in 795, or 29,8^, of the
schools and in poor condition in 525, or one-fifth of the
schools.
13. Tiiirty-aecoixd Yearbook of the Ivailonal Coclety for 
the Study of éducation, page 403.
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Atlases
Table XEV OF ATLA3S3
ïlumber of Number of !Per cent of
atlases schools total
i'ione 2330 78.
1 612 20.4
2 39 1.3
3 2 .1
4 1 .03
Lloro than threa-fourtha of the sohoola had. no atlases 
whatever# The remainder, with the exception of less than 
two per cent, had only one atlas.
Apparently, those schools which had atlases had fairly 
good atlases as regards content, cor'yrigfct dates, etc*
Nearly fouiHflfths of the atlases were reported as showing 
both physical and political features on their maps, v.hlle 
17,7>i were reported as being political atlases# The re­
maining three per cent were, of course, reported as being
physical, or relief, atlases#
îTearlj»' all of the atlases had been purchased since 1920, 
and nearly three-fourths had been purchased since 1930# Thus, 
while it must not be forgotten that 87 a of the schools had 
no atlases, the trend throughout the state would seem to be 
toward improvement of conditions as regards number and u_,e 
of atlases# This favorable condition can no doubt be at- 
ributed very largely to the f^ct that 64>i of the atlases 
reported were Geographical Publishing Company «tlases which 
were published since 1930#
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The large pcroentage of neorĵ raphlcal Publish-ingCor^pany 
atlases can no doubt be attributed to an enterprising sales­
man who, during the school term of 1934-35, v/ent from com­
munity to comrimlty sellinr these atlases and who offered to 
leave then for free trial or to be ^aid for at a later date.
Table ATI,.IS rTTH.ISniT̂ O
Publishing i,umber of schools Per cent
company of total
(Geographical
Publishing Co. 383 64.3
Kand ilcNally 45 7.1
Cram 42 7.
Appleton 22 3.6
iVeber Costello 21 3.5
Funk and ‘.agnails 10 1.6
Brock 8 1.3
IVcConnell 8 1.3
Owen 8 1.3
Flanagan 7 1.1
Ilanmoud 7 1.1
Amorloan Book Co, 7 1.1
Table XT’ shows only those companies which ranked above 
of the total number of school. Those ranking less than 
IgG, together with the number of schools and oar cent of 
total are as follows ; Forke, 4 - .61; Johnson, 3 - *5'1; 
Kodern, 3 - .51; Colbom, 3 - *5l; Northwestern,‘Ichool supply 
Co., Dent, Heyno.lds, "Veils, two each - .31; Foundation Press, 
Kobb, one each - .11.
Supplementary Pictures 
The Yearbook attrioutes the following values to pictures
In the teaching of geography:
"(1) Pictures give details which supplement and 
vitalize the statements of the printed page, (a)
They help children to build vivid, concrete images of
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peoplo in relation t:; their natural envircnnent— IxonoQ 
they contribute to reo(graphic thinking. (3) They 
make an instinctive appeal, thr ;ugli curiosity— hence 
facilitate the learning process, (4) They aid In
building a habit of studying and evaluating "Pictures 
in any text— a habit often lacking in adult students. 
Î5) They increase the ^atisfactorinssa of atudj v;ith 
all children, but especially with puoils who have not 
their reading adaptation fully established. (6) 
Pictures help to avoid verbalism in discussion. While 
free discussion is a chief -eans of learning, nuqb 
that happens in the classroom under tha name had not 
sufficient concretenenn of i’uagsry as a foundation to 
give it real value, hell-chosen pictures are of real 
service in living meaning to tho children’s thinking
^ o (O f» "N . T f  -L 4:
When one considers these values as listed in the above
q.uotation, he is dismayed to learn that 65;» of the îlorth
Dakota rural schools had so suppleiaentary pictures of value
in te tchlng geography. However, those schools which reported
having supplementary pictures usually have a fairly large
supply.*
Table XVI shows the number of mounted, unmounted and 
framed pictures and sizes of each as reported by the 
rural teachers, '̂̂ eclal attention is called to the fact 
that the figures given represent tne number of aictureo, 
not tha number'Of schools as was the method used in the 
other tables.
14, Thirty-second Yearbook, National Society for the 
Study of Idacatloa, pages 513-519.
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Table X7I 3IT?PL'̂ '!:.î>ÎTARy ?ICTtmE3.
Kind of 
picture
size of 
Picture
.;ur.ibcr uf 
pictures
M U  ̂  1 .k hot
X 12« 
Leas than
3,733
6" one way 
Less than 720
0" both oa^s 
More than 592
12*’ one way 
More than 211
12" both ways 219UiaiOUÎZTïD Betvæen
6" X 12" 
Less than
10,027
6" on© vvay 
Less than
3,007
6" both ways 
More than
1,592
12" one v.ay 
More than
395
12" both ways 23Ô
FliALHD Between
12" X 24" 
Less than
366
12" one way 
Less than
65
12" both ways 
More than
126
24" one v/ay 111
More than
24" both ways 25
A glance at the above table vl^ht eaose one to believe 
that the North Dakota rural schoole wero v̂ 'ell supplied with 
supplementary pictures, especially unmounted pictures. 
However, the fact that nearly two-thirds of the schools had 
no supplementary pictures whatever must not be overlooked.
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CEAPTER VII 
OaiBR ILLUSTRATIVE MYiTERLlLS 
u.MgaaiueB
Only 37*7;4, or almost exactly three-eights, qf the 
North Dakota rural schools received magazines or other 
publications of value in teaching Geography* In othor 
words, five-eights of the Eorth Dakota rural schools re­
ceived no regular periodical of value in teaching geography, 
by vÆiich geographic principles and facts might he applied 
and thus vitalized for the students, or the present day 
events and. conditions interpreted in the light of geograph­
ical influence.
Industrial exhibits. Bulletins and Folders 
Beginning on page S66 of the 1934 reprint of the North 
Dakota "̂ tate Co irse of Study is a list, several pages in 
length, of industrial exhibits, bulletins end folders, to­
gether with the name and address of the Company which offers 
each,. These exhibits, bulletins, etc. may be had for 
little or no cost other than uostage. Tables XTII and 
XVIII show the extent to which exhibits, bulletins, and 
folders were found in the schools. The striking fact 
revealed in the tables is that so many of the teachers had 
failed to take advantage of the opportunity to get much use­
ful material for little more than the asking. Uearly three- 
fourths of the schools had no industrial exhibits and con
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considerably more than one-half had neither bulletins nor 
folders of geocî i.ahic value.
Table ZVII OD'JITRIAL E: iiBirs
FuD.be r of -folîxoër ot rcr centexhibits schools of total
î one 81 ICG 3,4£ 131 4.5S 120 4.1
4 84 2.9
5 72 2.5(6-10) 104 3.6Lore 142 4.9
Table BTTELETIl'Tr id® FOLDERS
tfuDiber of Mumhar of Per cent
Bulletins. folders schools of total
None 1566 56.4
1 57 2,1
2 78 2.8
3 79 2.9
4 73 2.6
5 110 3.9
(6-10) 290 10.4
(11-15) 7.0
More 527 11.7
standardized Tests
"The criteria of validity, reliability, objective- 
ty, perforrranco, and interert have a special signifi- 
carce vfhen appMed to the neasûrement of achievenent 
in geography.
Cnly 779, or one-fourth, of the schools made use of 
standardized tests in geogi'aphy. This fact may or may not 
be surprising to the reader, however, vrith "O nany good
15, Thirty-a«cond Yearbook, Rational -society 1 or the 
Study of Education, page 337.
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Standardized geography tests on the market today, it would 
seem that more than one-fourth of the schools should use 
standardized tests in that subject,
ether ItcEic of ih^uipment.
Thirty-three- or 1.1<, of the schools had a curtain for 
projected ’Pictures.
ÎTone of the schools had a lantern for opaque pictures. 
One school had a lantern for slides and had 125 slides.
Four schools had lanterns for films.
Forty-two scĴ ools had atereoaeopea. The average number 
of stereographs per stereoscope was 67.4.
One-twelfth, or 248, of the zrohools had a good outside 
thermometer,
Sirty-threé schools— two percent of the total—  had 
wind vanes.
Slightly more than one-fifth of the schools reported 
having a rock collection, but only 6;4 reported mineral col­
lections.
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CHAPTER VIII 
STANDARD OR B2L0V/ STANDARD 
Table XIZ Is a smamary of a second study, wherein each 
of the 2930 schools vms checked to determine whether or not 
it was up to a standard or helow the standard for each of 
the follov/inr iter^: textbooks (kind and number), encyclo­
pedias, v/all Elans of continents, ?mll man of Europe, '/mil 
man of North Dakota, atlases and globes.
The criteroon by which each school was judged was taken 
from the 32nd Tear book of the rational Society for the 
study of Education, the North Dakota State Course of 
Study, and from the results of a tj.uestionnaire sent to each 
county superintendent.
To be classed as standard the textbook used had to be 
found on the list of recommended textbooks as found in the 
North Dakota State Course of Study, This list may be found 
on pages 14 and 15 of this thesis. If all the grades but 
one had recommended textbooks, but that one grade used as 
a basic textbook a book which was not recommended, the 
school was listed as below standard. To be classed as 
standard for the number of textbooks, the question,"Do you 
have a sufficient number of textbooks^^ had to be answered 
by "Yes," Only those schools which listed Comptons or 
World Book among their encyclopedias were classed as stan­
dard on that item. To be classed as standard for wall 
maps of continents, the school had to have a v/all map of 
each continent, published since the t/orld War, and showing
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each continent, published since the V/orld war, and showing 
both the political and ohynical feature5 of chief Import­
ance, These important featuraa had to be clear and legible 
at twenty feet. The school h à to iiave ona largo, usabla 
wall nap of North Dakota showing all 53 counties to be 
standard tor that item. To be standard for atlasoa it hid 
to have an atlas published since 1918, and to bo standard 
for globes at loast one globe, either mounted or suspended, 
wltha novable meridian, a diameter of at least 12 inches, 
and the globe had to be in either good or fair condition.
Table XIX lTAim̂ u:D OR BXLOV/ £T.U'ILuU'Jj
Item lof Equipment Stanclard Below standard
Textbooksi Kirüi:’ ' 700- 23.4/6 ' " 76,5>
TextbooksÏ h'uiiber: 2469- 83,6^ 617- 17.3;̂
Encyclopedias: 1593- 55.3?; 13S3- 46,6^
Wall maps of continents: 1630- 56.2^ 1306- 43.8^
h'all map of Europe: 2199- 73.6^ 787- 26.3',$
v/all map of North Dakota: 2158- 72.2$ 803 -27;?;$
Atlases: 620- 20.8$ 2366- 79*2/tf
Globes:________;___________1895- 63.4$______1091- 36.5:$
The writer wishes to reiterate that each county super­
intendent received a checked form similar to the above for 
each school that vms surveyed in his or her county.
Table Xix may be found on. page 21 of the September 
1936 issue of "The North Dakota Teacher," official organ 
of the North Dakota Education Association, together with 
a brief description of the survey made by the writer and 
the criter ia used for establishing standards.
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CHAPTER IX 
S H llR 'iR T  AHD R Z C O irH IX  A T IO IIS  
THE "TYPIC/tL^ SCHOOL
In an attempt to present the rindlncs of the survey in 
an easily understood, non-statistleal manner, the following 
description is made of the "typical", so far as geography 
equipment is concerned, Horth Dakota rural school. This 
constitutes a simple though incomplete sumary of the sur­
vey, The statements made in this doscriotion are b -sed on 
a majority or greatest nuraber of oases as revealed b: the 
complete report. It is realized that all of these conditions 
may not be found in any one school, hence the quotation 
marks•
This "typical" rural school of North Dakota is taught
by a teacher who:
1- holds a First Grade Elementary certificate;
2- is teaching nis or her first term in this school and 
at the close of the present term will either change to a 
different school or cease teaching entirely;
3- has had one half-unit course in geography in high 
school;
4- (whose) college geography training consists of one 
four hour course in geography methods or general geography;
5- has traveled in not more than three states, not 
not including North Dakota.
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The lûasio textbooks used in tha « üypioal” school ore 
the once popular but now frowned upon Brlf̂ -ham î̂ cl-arland two- 
cycle "Essentials of Geography." In addition is at least 
part of another series, probably Caroenter's, the new and 
approTed Brigham KcEarland series, or the Atwood Thomas series. 
There Is a sufficient number of textbooks In this school, 
but there are not v.orkbooks. The school has four supplement­
ary geography readers.
This school is well equipped with encyclopedias, having 
a set of V-'orld Book or Comptons, plus one additional set 
of some other kind.
Ina wooden case on the wall is a map of each continent; 
the average size being betv/een 36" X 52", neither more than 
52" either way nor less than 36" either v/ay. The map maker 
or publisher is one of the following; Bacon, Johnson-Nystrom 
Nystrom, or '/eber Costello. The maps are combination pol­
itical and physical. Relief is shown by hachures. The map 
of Europe shows political boundaries as they are since the 
R'orld ’Y tr, names are in Anglicized spelling and the wall 
maps are clear and legible at twenty feet. The school also 
has a large usable wall map of North Dakota shov/ing all 53 
counties but there are no other special purpose maps and no 
atlas. Suspended from the ceiling, in good condition, and 
having a movable meridian, is a globe twelve inches in diam­
eter.
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There are no sup^^Xeraentary picture other than those in 
the books. lîo magazine or other publication of value in 
teaching geography re ehel the school, -.‘here are no in­
dustrial exhibits, bulletins or folders, '̂Standardized 
tests are « ot used, "i’here ir no curtain for pro jeotod pic­
tures nor lantern for projootinr them. There is no ster­
eoscope, no outside thermometer, no r̂lnd vane, no rock 
collection, and no mineral collection.
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Rooomaended Minimum Essentials for Geography Teaching 
Equipment in a kutaI School of Horth Dakota 
The following recommendations are made after careful 
study of the thirtieth and thirty—second yearbooks of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, the North 
Dakota State Course of Study, bulletins and catalogs from 
the North Dakota colleges, and the resiilt of a question­
naire sent to each North Dakota County Superintendent, and 
from the general training and experience of the writer.
I. Teacher training;
Teachers should have as a minimum of college prepar­
ation the equivalent of an introductory course, a regional 
course, and a course in technique— the three courses total­
ing not less than twelve quarter hour college credits in 
geography.
II. Textbooks :
1. Authorship. The author of a school geography 
series should have a wide and varied e^rperlence, including 
teaching experience, extensive travel, and much writing 
experience. He should be a recognized authority in the
field of geography.
2 . Organization. The geography series should com­
prise a ^modified one cycle" or, as it is often called,
a "single cycle plus" series.
The textbook of the fourth grade should stress an
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understandlng of relationships of food, clothing,shelter, 
means of travel, and simple types of work to simple but 
striking natural conditions• The fourth grade textbook 
should also give an initial understanding of the world, 
based on the relation of simple human activities to simple 
types of natural environment at varying distances from the 
equator.
In the fifth grade, the new world— the Americas—  
should be the field of study with special emphasis upon 
the United States, The fifth grade textbook should be 
based upon the study of separate human-use regions.
In the sixth grade the study should advance into the 
study of country personalities as reflected in the compo­
site of human-use regions. The old world— all continents 
but the Americas— should be studied in the sixth ade, 
most of the time being devoted to Europe and Asia,
The seventh rrade textbook should constitute the "mod­
ified’* or "plus’* part of the series. It should be an 
industrial geography with emphasis on the part taken by 
the United States, This book should build on facts al­
ready learned and give them new significance,
3, Style of Presentation. The geographic facts and 
concepts should be presented in a vivid, colorful style 
in order to arouse interest; and the style and method of
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presentation should bs varied in order to hold interest,
4, Grading, Careful consideration should be given
to thought contentj sentence structure, para^graph structure, 
and vocabulary,
5, Lesson arrangement. The material should be organ­
ized into relatively short teaching units, with all neces­
sary teaching helps close at hand,
6, Correlation. Geography textbooks should provide 
frequent opportunity for correlation with other subjects, 
but should not emphasize them at the expense of geography,
7, Maps, The maps used la the textbook should meet 
those standards for maps as stated in a later section of 
this chapter,
8, Illustrations, An illustration should be used 
wherever an illustration can tell a clearer story tiian 
words alone.
9, Mechanical make-up. The textbook should have 
pleasing appeatanoe, clear typography, and durability,
10, In each school, unbroken, rather than mixed, 
textbook series should be used,
11, Each teacher and each pupil should have a 
separate textbook for his o.vn use. In other words, 
there should be a sufficient number for all,
III, Workbooks:
Nearly all of the textbook publishing companies offer
workbooks to accompany their geography textbooks* These
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workbooks are usually complete, accurate and practical. 
They tie up closely with the basal texts and they con­
tain a variety of activity material, which, because of its 
very nature, could not be included in the texts themselves, 
%/hile workbooks are not absolutely essential to a strong 
course In geo^raphy, their use is recommended,
IT. Supplementary geographic readers;
There should be several supplementary geographic read­
ers for each grade. Such books have value not only in the 
teaching of geogfaphy but also in the improvement of the 
reading skills.
The books might be chosen from any one of a number of 
graded book lists, as the Terman and Lima or 'Jashburne and 
Togel lists. Other sources ere; courses of study; the 
graded list of North Dakota State Library Commission; the 
library bOOk lists for elementary schools as offered by 
various state departments, including those of 6*ontana, Ore- 
gonp, and Louisiana. Basic textbooks often offer very good 
reference lists. One of the best and most complete lists 
of graded geographic readers is to be found on pages 409— 
413 of the thirty-second Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of iDducation.
Among the books «toich are reoomiaended are:
1, Loyer grades: Brandsis, ”The Little Indian Weaver,",
"The Little Swiss Wood Carver", "The Little Dutch Tulip
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Girl”, "The V/ee Gcotoh Piper", "Little Jean of France", 
«Little Philippe of Belpiinn". (Flanagan, Chicago).
Nida and Klda. "Little '%lte Chief". (Flanagan, Chicago) 
Oloott* "Anton and Trini— Children of the Alpland."
(Silver, Kexv York)
Smith. "Little Yskiuio". (Flanagan, Chicago).
Thorsjiark, "In '/ooden Shoe Land". (Row, Lvanaton, 111.)
2. Middle grades: Gilman. "Alaska, the American North­
land" . ('Torld Bk. Yonkers}.
Gilson. "V/ealth of the k'orld’s haste Places and Oceania". 
(Scribner, Lew York)
McDonald and ralryniple, "Lassen in Egypt", "Manuel in 
Mexico", "Rafael in Italy", "Boris in Russia", "Kathleen 
in Ireland", "Josefa in hpain", "Uraa Ban in Japan",
"Donald in Scotland", "Gerda in Sweden". (Little, Bocton) 
Terrill. "The Ocean and Its Mysteries". (Duffield. New Yorkf 
V;illard. "Along Mediterranean Shores", (Silver, New York) 
Nyman. "Benol and Kusum— Children of Bengal". (NorldBk. 
Yonkers)
S. Upper grades. Cooper. "Grass", (Putnam, New York) 
Dodge and Bo'̂ man. "South America". (.:and, Chicago)
Franck. "V/orklng My ITay âround the Norld". (Century, New 
York)
Gregory. "Africa". (Rand, Chicago)
Huntington. "Asia". (Rand, Chicago)
Pitkin and Hughes. "Seeing America— Farm and Field",
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"Mill and Factory”, (kacciillan, New York)
.i©i*thner* ”Kow Man Makes Mai'keLs". {Maciaillan, New York) 
V. Sneyolopedias
Each school should have a set of ,/orld Book or Corip 
ton’s Pictured ^Encyclopedia.
7*1, fall maps;
1. xhere should be a wall map of each contintent, the 
United Jtates, and of the home state in each school,
The maps should be large enough to be clear and 
legible from the rear of the classroom,
3, The maps should be Physical maps m o n  which pol­
itical boundaries an! other oolitioal facts have been 
suoerimDOsed,
4, Relief should be shown either by shading or by 
hachures•
5, The îiapa must not be crowded with unnecessary 
data, Names should be limited to key places, important 
rivers and mountains.
6, All lines on the map should be plain and should 
be crossed or suuerimuosed only when unavoidable, hinas 
of latitude and longitufe must be clear and distinct. The 
Tropic of Cancer, tho Tropic of Cuoricorn, the Arctic 
and /jnt&rctic Circles, and the- E'guutor should te heavier
than the other linos of latitude.
7, Numerals indicating the degrees of latitude and
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longitude muüt be large enough to be read easily,
8. The legend, or key, must of course be legible in 
all respects,
9. Insert maps should not be used.
10. The maps purchased should be those published by 
* rellaole and re commended map publishing company, among 
which are; Bacon, ITystrom, Denoyer-Geppert, Beber-Cos- 
tello, and ^and— all of Chicago, «T, Paul Goode, who is 
recognized as an exoert in this field, is the cartographer 
for liand of Chicago,
VII, Special purpose maps;
Each school should have special maps showing products, 
climate, transportation lines, population density, out­
lines, and the like. The need for, and number of such maps 
will vary with other factors, as number and klndn of at­
lases in the schools, and the extent to which auch d^ta is 
shown in the ma 3s of the textbooks, v.orkbooks, wall maps 
etc,
VIII, Atlases;
The school should have at least one good, recently 
issued atlas. The following are such;
Goode*3 Bchool /itlas, (Rund, Chicago)
Appleton*3 T'odern Bchool -Vtlas, (Appleton, new Tork)
Commercial Atlas of ^uQsrloa, (Hand RcITally, Chicago)
Commercial Atlas of the ./orld, (Geographical Pub­
lishing Company ofCChioago)
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XX* Globes:
-iach soliool should huva at least oas i^obe. The ,%lobe 
would jQ a physical-politiGal plobe with movable meridian, 
supported by a hi-h stand fron the floor. The globe shou4.d 
have a diameter of sixteen inches. As far as practicable 
it should laeet the standards set for wall maps,
Z* îdagazinos and other periodicals;
The schools should receive at least one periodical 
which is of value in teaching Geography. "T atlonal Geog­
raphic’'*, "Current Events**, and "I'.y ‘/eehly leader" are 
among such periodicals.
XI, Materials for Visual Instruction.
1, Supplementary pictures. It is not possible to 
state exactly how many supplementary pictures each rural 
school should have do@ to the multiplicity of factoia 
involved. It may be accurately stated however, that each 
school should havé a large supply, carefully filed to 
facilitate their use. The beat size for classroom use is 
8**ilO", mounted upon dark gray 10-oly tag board, 9’*xl2",
Those pictures have highost geographic quality which 
show human activity in its natural setting.
E« Projection apparatus; It is fully realized that 
the majority of the l-iorth Dakota rural aohool districts 
are not financially able to purchase or use such equipment. 
The projectors are so valuable, however, that they are
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recoamended for any àpliool which has electricity and can af­
ford to purchase the apparatus. It might he entirely feasible 
for a county superintendent to purchase a projector through 
his office and send the projector, with slides or films, from 
school to school,
3, Stereoscopes; Each school should have a stereoscope 
and a good complete set of stereographs,
4, Industrial exhibits, bulletins and folders; On pages 
260-288 of the North Dakota otate Course of Ctudy is a list
of such material which may be had for the asking or for a 
very nominal charge. The teacher who is alert will have 
many such aids in his school.
5, The school should have a good outside thermometer 
and a wind vane,
6, The school should have classified rock and miner­
al collections. These collections should be as large and 
compèete as possible,
XII, Standardized tests:
Geography is a dynoiaio, complex subject, 2.:eararement
in this field is not easy,
"The Criteria of validity, objectivity, reliability, 
performance, and interest have special significance when 
applied to tho measurement of achievement in geography,^®
Therefore it la recommended that standardized tests 
bo used frequently for preparatory testing, instructional 
testing, and recapitulatory testing,
 T h i r t y ” s e c o i i d " ' Y e a r b o o k ,  National Society f o r  the Ltudy
of Education, page 337.
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Among the many standardized geography teats which 
might well be reooiamended are the following!
Branom Place, Factual, and Problem tests# (Ilcllnight 
and licKnight, Xormol, 111. )
Brueckner and Outright, Practice Exercises in Location­
al Geography. (Educational Test Bureau, University Ive., 
Minneapolis, Minn.)
Forney, Test in Map-Reading Abilities, (Ginn) 
Gregory-Spenoer Geography Tests, (University of 
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, 0.)
Hahn-Laekey GeograplçrScales, (State Monaal School, 
Wayne, Neb.)
Posey-Tan ’Jagenen Geography Scales, (^blic School 
Publishing Co. Bloomington, 111.)
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Appendix
Following this page is a copy of the ouestlonnair® 
which was sent to each of North Dakotans 4077 rural 
schools. Replies were received from 2986 or 73.2>& of 
these schools.
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To the rural teachers of North Dakota:
So inadequate is our present knowledge of equipment con­
ditions, so conflicting and often unfavorable are reports, as, for 
exam ple, the charge that m any rural schools still use pre-world 
w ar w all maps, and so necessary is accurate information on 
these subjects, that this survey is being made to determine defi­
nitely the status of geography in the rural schools of North 
Dakota.
The data w hen collected w ill be statistically compiled and  
tabulated and the results w ill be availab le to those who should 
receive them, as the teacher training institutions, the State De­
partment of Public Instruction and County Superintendents. It is 
hoped and believed that this survey w ill positively benefit rural 
education in the state of North Dakota.
Your County Superintendent is cooperating and aiding  
in this survey. For that essential cooperation I am very grateful.
I am also very grateful to the instructors of the geography depart­
ments of the various State Teachers Colleges who have aided so 
much in this work. However, in the last analysis, the value of this 
survey w ill be found to be directly proportional to the care and 
accuracy which you exercise in filling in and completing 
this questionnaire. The information which you give w ill be kept 
confidential so far as you individually are concerned. Please 
answer each question carefully and accurately and return the 
questionnaire to your County Superintendent.
I sincerely thank you,
Lloyd W ills, Investigator 
Supt. of Schools, 
Braddock, North Dakota.
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Location o f School:
School No_______ ______________________________________  District No_________  County
The teacher:
Certificate held G rade_________________________________  Kind __________________________________________________
How many years have you taught in this school?____________________________________________
Geography courses taken in high school___________________________________________________________________________
Geography courses taken in college 1._ ______
2._________________________________  g
4, -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 . ________
6. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- No. quarter hours_____________________________________
In  how many of the states of the United States have you traveled? (North Dakota not included.) _____________________
Basal Geography Textbooks:
Grade Author Name of Book Copyright Date
3 ( i f  any) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
7 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you have a sufficient number of geography textbooks? ------
Grades in which geography workbooks are used ---------  —
Number o f supplementary geography readers or books — i—
W hat sets o f encyclopedias does your school have ? ------------------
Maps:
1. Do you have a wall map of each continent? —
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Supplementary pictures having geographical value :
Number mounted ---------------------------, unmounted ----------------------- , fram ed _________________
Average size of mounted pictures--------------------------- , unmounted________________ , framed
Do most o f the pictures show human activity in its natural setting? --------------------------------------
Does magazines or some other publication o f value in teaching geography reach your school regularly? ------
Number of industrial exhibits. (See 1934 Course of Study, pages 286, 2 8 8 ) . ----------------------------------------------
Total number of usable geographic bulletins, folders, etc---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
Do you use standardized geography tests? -----
Do you have a curtain for projected pictures? 
Do you have a lantern for opaque pictures? —
Do you have a lantern for slides? —  -----------
Number of slides------------------------------------------
Do you have a lantern for films? -----------------
Do you have a stereoscope? ---------------------------
Number of stereographs___________________
Do you have a good outside thermometer?__
Do you have a wind vane?________________
Do you have a rock collection?____________
Do you have a mineral collection?__________
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2. Estimated year o f purchase.__________________
3. Average size o f wall maps (e. g. 5 2 x 4 4 )-----------
4. Name o f map publisher (e. g. Johnson-Nystrom )
Underscore the words which make statements, 5 and 12 inclusive, correct.
5. The w all maps are political, physical, a combination o f  political and physical.
6. Elevation is shown by shading, hachures, color, o r ________________________
7. The maps o f Europe shows political boundaries as they, (are, were) (since, before) the W orld  W ar.
8. The maps are in a map case, on separate rollers, are the type that are folded up, o r ______________________________
9. Those that are in a case are in a steel roller case, a wooden case o r _____________________________________________
10. Native spellings (are, are not) used for names as W ien  for Vienna, Roma for Rome, etc.
11. These maps (are, are not) clear and vivid at twenty feet.
12. I  (do, do not) have a large usable wall map o f North Dakota showing all 53 counties.
List the kinds and number o f special purpose maps, e. g. rainfall, native vegetation, outline, etc. which are in your school
Atlases:
Number ______________________
Physical, political, or combination
Publishing Company ------------------
Last copyright dates ------------------
Globes:
1. N u m b e r ---------------------------------
2. Diameter -------------------------------
Underscore 3, 4, 5, and 6.
3. T he  globe shows relief features, political features.
4. T he  globe is suspended from  ceiling, mounted on stand.
5. The  globe has, has not, a movable meridian.
6. The  globe is in good, fair, poor condition.
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